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Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.97.

More

New Features
Improvements
Fixes

New Features, Improvements and Fixes

New Features
1. Workflow has been updated to optionally show a message to requestors when the Advanced Forecasting Tool (AFT) is integrated. This allows a

client specific message to be included so requestors can be advised their booking may impact on a forecasted event and therefore can be subject
to change at a later date. Note this only applies to New Bookings and does not display for reschedules or removes.

For additional details regarding AFT, please contact the Vix Resources Helpdesk so we can assist.

Improvements
1. Workforce Report AFT102 Camp Utilisation and Constraint Analysis has been updated to include Booked, Requested, From and To Dates.

Please note this report requires use of the Advanced Forecasting Tool. Contact the Vix Resources Helpdesk for further information on Advanced
Forecasting.

2. The Camp Graphs on the SAM Dashboard have been updated to exclude room locks for dates in the past. Future dates continue to include room
locks as these indicate rooms which are not available. [#23672]

3. Workforce Report SRF240 Village Occupancy has been updated to show room locks with a status of H. This status indicates the room is held
but not occupied. [#23672]

4. SAM has been updated to include a Bus icon for transports with a Mode of Bus. Non-standard transport modes have been updated to use the
route icon.

5. Scheduled SMS via SMS100 Accommodation Arrivals SMS and SMS101 Accommodation Departures SMS have been updated to optionally
allow virtual rooms to be excluded. [#24407]

6. The SAM Parameter CutOffDateEnabled has been removed which means roster extensions by the Night Audit will drip feed a single roster
pattern each night. The maximum period a roster will be run for is the People Type’s Roster duration.

The SAM Parameter MaxRosterMonths has been renamed to TransportExtensionMonths which is used as the number of months in the future
transport schedules will be extended to.

7. Workforce Reporting’s My Reports page has been updated for users with the Administrator Role. The page loads with only reports run by the
logged in user. Administrators are able to optionally load all saved reports from other users if required.

8. Room Searches in SAM and Workflow which are bound by a date (e.g. Bookings and Temporary Room Assignments) have been updated to
include the Previous Occupancy and Next Occupancy. These totals relate to days prior to and days after the Room Search dates, which are shown
in bold in the top left hand corner of the pop up. [#21877]

9. Unassigned Group Bookings and Event Management rooms have been updated to be included in the Night Audit Room Optimisation when the
parameter AllowGroupBookingRoomOptimisation is set to Y. Please note this parameter is set to Y by default. [#22315]

10. SAM Bookings | Roster (multiple) has been updated with the ability to specify alternate start dates for multi-swing rosters.

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where Bulk Processing may time out. [#24595]

2. Fixed an issue where rosters could not be deactivated due to inactive resources being associated with rosters. [#24626]

3. Fixed an issue where clicking on the Transport | Reschedule Multiple menu would result in an error.

4. Fixed an issue where Reschedule Multiple would fail when rescheduling onto a commercially managed transport. [#24556]
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5. Fixed an issue where running the cleaning roster for future dates would incorrectly cause cleans to be sent to Advanced Cleaning.

6. Fixed an issue where inactive transports could stop a location from being deactivated. [#24508]

7. Fixed an issue where the Camp Graphs would error if the Camp Code included a space or dash.

8. Fixed an issue where the Created By username on spot cleans was incorrect if they had subsequently been updated. [#24482]

9. Fixed an issue where booking multi-sector transports would cause the booking to be viewed as a Day Trip in reports even when accommodation
was connected. [#24454]

10. Fixed an issue where adding a new transport was not being included in the audit. [#24425]

11. Fixed an issue where it was possible to change a shift status from offsite to onsite even though it was in use. This caused validation issues when
updating bookings. [#24408]

12. Fixed issues with Future Room assignments where the room was showing when searching for a room to Permanently Assign. [#23686]

13. Fixed an issue where the tooltip on the Transport Description for Workflow Approvers would show no bookings if the transport was a multi-
sector even though there were bookings. [#24417]

14. Fixed an issue where transports with a status of blocked could not be booked via Workflow Requests. [#24345]

15. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to see attachments on Workflow Requests for New or Reactivated Profiles when updating the profile in
SAM.

16. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF230 B2B Cleaning Management where the Departing Persons details may not be shown.

17. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF173 Manifest where an error could occur if a transport code was included more than once. Sheet
names have been made unique by including the arrival time. [#24306]

18. Fixed an issue where reports may not be able to be updated the first time the update is requested.

19. Fixed an issue where Automation Robot totals may be incorrect for older requests. The totals are maintained as a running total for complete
accuracy.

20. Fixed an issue with Folio Reschedules where shortening a booking would incorrectly set the shift status to the original first or last night value. This
has been updated to use the existing statuses inside the new dates. [#23358]
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